The Common Criteria Structures:  
The Healthcare Response to Security Regulation – a panel

Goals of Session:

- Provide accurate general understanding of how the Common Criteria can order the healthcare industry
- Provide viewpoints from different segments of the community

Topics Covered:

- Viewpoints of the various industry sectors
- Benefits to various industry segments
- Drivers for the use of the Common Criteria
- Obstacles to completion
- Relationship to regulatory requirements
- Risks to the healthcare industry from an un-regularized security process.

Bios:

Moderator

Dr. Lewis Lorton - Moderator: Dr. Lorton is currently the administrator of the Forum on Privacy & Security in Healthcare. He has over 18 years in health information activity with service as a researcher, CIO, director of a national health IT consortium and consultant. He is active in health policy at the national level and maintains many contacts with senior officials in the important regulatory agencies. He has a long history in technology and technology policy. He has testified to Congress on privacy, security and technology.

Panel:

Member - Security Consultant - Lisa A. Gallagher is Senior Director, Healthcare Services Initiative, Exodus Security Services. She has over 15 years of experience in the engineering and security fields, and has recently managed pioneering efforts in conjunction with NIAP and a national health information technology consortium, to bring security assessment and evaluation techniques to bear on the issue of healthcare compliance certification and monitoring.

Member – Vendor – Paul Zatychec EWA Canada is a Program Director with EWA-Canada Ltd., an Ottawa based company that specializes in IT Security & Privacy Engineering Services. He is responsible for the oversight, leadership and administration of several key corporate IT security programs, including EWA-Canada’s nationally accredited IT Security Evaluation and Test Laboratory. Prior to joining the company, Paul enjoyed a successful career in the aerospace sector in government and his unique experience allows him to bring best practices from aerospace into the healthcare IT community. He participates in various national and international technical security and privacy standards organizations.

Member – Healthcare Provider – Leslie Spiece U of Wisconsin is currently the Application Manager - Product at the Medical College of Wisconsin. Prior to that position, she was the Clinical Systems Manager in the Office of Clinical Informatics at the Medical College. Her experience extends from her background as a Medical Technologist to an MBA in Finance to an IT manager. In her career, Ms. Spiece has been a front-line health care provider; worked in health care finance; implemented and managed multi-facility computer systems; and prepared the business plan for an Ambulatory Care Information System. She participates in various national finance and medical informatics organizations.
Member – Legal Community Alan Brown – a partner in McKenna & Cuneo's Washington, D.C. office, is a member of the firm’s Contract and Technology Department and co-chair of the Information Privacy and Security Practice Group. Mr. Brown has counseled, litigated, and lectured on a variety of information privacy and security, health care, and government contract issues, including the proposed HHS health information privacy and security standards; internet privacy and security; encryption; government contract claims and cost matters; and Medicare, TriCare (CHAMPUS), and Federal Employees Health Benefits Program issues.
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